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ABSTRACT 

General design and application considerations are discussed for scintillation 

counter hodoscopes which employ efficiently coded elements. 

The importance of pushing the development of electronic position detectors to 

greatly improved spatial resolution is clear. 1 In particular, wire arrays which sense 

track locations in gaseous, liquid, or even solid media may offer the possibility of 

spectacular advances. However, unless and until these possibilities are substantially 

realized, the efficient use of conventional devices merits continued attention, and 

where the best time resolution and highest rate capability are needed, the conventional 

device is the scintillation counter hodoscope. 

In applications where fine spatial re solution is required, the construction and 

use of the hodoscope may be straightforward in principle but unappealing in practice 

because of the large number of photomultiplier tubes required. Under such circum

stances, a hodoscope which utilizes a coded configuration of elements ( a "codoscope") 

may be particularly useful. 

In some experiments, only the most rudimentary coding is desirable--as only 

when cracks between elements must be eliminated, when high intensities prevail, or 

when thin arrays are imperative. In other applications, "efficient" codoscopes (i. e , , 

those providing the maximum number of position bins for a given number of phototubes) 

are desirable. It is therefore of interest to review some design considerations of effi 

cient codoscopes. 

The number of position bins N provided by n counters in an efficient binary 

codoscope is given by the following relation: 

= .~ (n.)=n+n(n-1l + n(n-1)(n-2)N	 ,L. --2-!-- 3' + ...
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If one assumes a uniform beam distribution over the codoscope , the fraction f 

of the total beam subtended by anyone counter is: 

so that as n increases, f rapidly approaches 1/2. 

The problem of multiple counts within a given resolution time is in general a 

serious one for codo scope s, since these occurrences simulate a single particle in 

some other bin. For conventional hodoscope systems, On the other hand, multiple

track events can, of course, usually be properly interpreted or trivially ignored. If 
6/

one allows a single counter to operate at a maximum rate of 10 sec, then for a 5 nsec 

resolving time, the contamination of multiple-count events is only -1%. If this per

centage is not to be exceeded as counters are pushed to higher rates, or one wishes to 

reduce the multiple-count percentage without lowering the beam intensity, more 

counters can be placed in a single-plane conventional hodoscope covering the codoscope 

face, with the requirement that one and only one count must occur in this plane. Note 

that thi s scheme only permits rejection of some of the multiple-count evenls rather 

than interpretation as a conventional hodoscope might allow. In particular experi

mental arrangements, other means of rejecting multiple -count events are usually also 

at hand: e. g ,.; in the case of a simple spectrometer where (especially with a normally 

redundant number of codoscopes) unacceptable or nonsensical apparent trajectories 

are found. 

Since a codoscope consists of a longitudinal stack of comb-like scintallators, its 

thickness generally exceeds that of a conventional counter hodoscope. Thus, the 

effects of multiple scattering and beam divergence are more pronounced. Other prac

tical design considerations relate to the necessity of precise alignment in assembly 

and installation. These and other considerations are perhaps best illustrated by a 

specific example. 
2

T. Yamanouchi has designed a muon beam for NAL which can provide 
7 3

4 x 10 100 Be V / c muons / sec over an area of 3 in. x 6 in. L. Lederman has envi

sioned a spectrometer in this beam, utilizing proportional wire planes which give bet

ter than 0.1 mm spatial resolution over the 6 in. dimension; the rate in the muon beam 
8/

is pushed to 10 sec. Each plane consists of 100 wires and is accompanied by a 

10-counter scintillation hodoscope, each element of which provides fast timing for 
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groups of 10 wires. If the lever arms of this spectrometer could be extended to a 

maximum of several meters, conventional counter hodoscopes with 1 mm spatial res

olution could replace the proportional planes and their timing counters. This possi

bility is. however, unattractive because -150 counters per hodoscope would be re

quired. Under these circumstances (but with the beam restricted to a more modest 
7

4 X 10 muons/ second) codoscopes do offer a practical alternative. 

Each 6 in. x 3 in. wire plane and its counter array can be replaced by two 
7/

3 in. x 3 in. codoscopes. Each codoscope has a 2 x 10 sec rate corresponding to 
7

10 per counter. Six counters provide 63 bins corresponding to ± 0.6 mm in spatial 

resolution. 

Figure 1 shows an edge-on view of the six planes of "comb teeth" which consti

tute the codoscope. Note that each bin differs from its neighbors by a single bit in 

the coding. This is a manifestation of the "Gray code" whose advantage is that if a 

particle transverses the array so as to intercept portions of two adjacent bins, a count 

is recorded in one of these bins. Otherwise this event could simulate the traversal of 

a far distant bin. Note also that Gray coding does not demand that any "tooth" be less 

than two bin-widths wide. 

An additional four-counter plane is shown in Fig. 1 in order to reduce the unde

tected multiple -count contamination to - 2-1/20/0. 

Codoscope thickness in the beam direction is no particular problem in this appli

cation since the beam divergence is small and multiple scattering is negligible. Indi

vidual counter elements of this general size. however, could probably remain highly 

efficient for 1 mm thickness if necessary. 

An input muon beam spectrometer like this might typically employ 6 position 

determining devices: 4 for momentum determination with redundancy, and an addi

tional2 for lateral position determination in the back leg. Thus, the 6-bit codoscope, 

while not as cheap as its name implies. would nevertheless significantly improve the 

economic feasibility of this spectrometer by reducing the number of phototubes from 

756 to 120 over conventional hodoscopes. 
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Fig. 1. Edge -on view of comb teeth in a 6 -counter codoscope giving ±0.6 mm 
resolution. Conventional 4-counter hodoscope added for partial multiple track 
rejection. 
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